<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>SPEAKER</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2/14 | E51-335  | Regina Barzilay  
Delta Electronics Professor  
MIT | Learning to Discover Drugs |
| 2/21 | E51-335  | Andreas Wächter  
Associate Professor of Industrial Engineering and  
Management Sciences  
Northwestern University | Nonlinear Programming Formulations of Chance-Constraints |
| 2/28 | E51-335  | Shane Henderson  
Professor and Director  
School of Operations Research and Information Engineering  
Cornell University | Under the Hood of Bike Sharing |
| 3/7  | E51-335  | Negin Golrezaei  
Assistant Professor of Operation Management  
MIT | Boosted Second Price Auctions: Revenue Optimization for Heterogeneous Bidders |
| 3/14 | E51-335  | Dick den Hertog  
Professor  
Tillburg University | The Nutritious Supply Chain: Optimizing Humanitarian Food Aid |
| 4/11 | E51-325  | Dessi Pachamanova  
Professor  
Babson College | Robust Prediction with Text: Identifying Drivers of Commercial Value of Healthcare Innovations |
| 4/25 | E51-325  | Ashia Wilson  
Postdoctoral Researcher  
Microsoft Research | Accelerating Descent Methods: A Dynamical Systems Perspective |
| 5/2  | E51-325  | Gad Allon  
Jeffrey A. Keswin Professor  
Wharton | The Impact of Economic and Behavioral Drivers on Gig Economy Workers |
| 5/9  | E51-325  | Ben Hansen  
Associate Professor  
University of Michigan | A Talk on Causal Inference in Observational Studies |
| 5/16 | E51-325  | Mohammad Fazel Zirandi  
Senior Lecturer  
MIT | The Number of Undocumented Immigrants in the United States |
| 5/23 | E51-325  | Christian Tomasetti  
Associate Professor  
Johns Hopkins University | Cancer Early Detection via CancerSEEK |

Please Note: All seminars will be held on Thursdays from 4:15pm to 5:15pm unless otherwise indicated. All seminars will be followed by refreshments. If you have any questions contact the student coordinators: orc_springcoordinators@mit.edu

ORC Seminar Series webpage: orc.mit.edu/seminars-events
Subscribe/Unsubscribe to the ORC Seminar Email List: mailman.mit.edu/mailman/listinfo/or_seminar